
AUSTRALIAN LEGAL CASE STUDIES

Case Studies highlighting contemporary rule of law issues. Designed for use in High School Legal Studies Classes. The
Institute also gives presentations.

Newspaper articles will discuss recent cases and current issues. Stefan Skopelja November 21, Religious
irreligiosity, defamatory machine learning, and an un clearly inappropriate forum â€” showcased why
litigation is sometimes stranger than fiction. Understanding Case citation formats A case citation is the system
used to identify the components of a case. Look for further information on a case in the footnote. Should
search engines have legislative immunity? The accused was charged with sexual offences against a single
complainant. Textbooks will also give you a full citation so you will be able to easily find the case. Further
compounding the issue was the counterexample raised by the defence that if any injury for non-medical
reasons to the prepuce and surrounding tissue amounted to mutilation, then that would inadvertently capture
voluntary cosmetic procedures undertaken by adults. It also lists free and subscription journal articles and law
reform reports which discuss your case, and legislation which is cited in your case. Types of Case Law
Authorised reports Authorised reports are published law report series that have been given official approval by
the judiciary. Unauthorised reports Unauthorised reports are also published reports of court decisions. Always
start your research with the ' Begin your HSC legal studies research ' tab. You'll find current, relevant
information from a variety of authoritative sources, including encyclopaedias, journals, newspapers, books,
government websites and statistics. Each case has a medium neutral citation. The appeal was finally heard this
year after a large number of interlocutory decisions. Law journal articles will discuss recent cases and current
issues. Confused yet? The appellant was initially content to cop the decision on the chin as it lacked
precedential value, but following the belated publication of reasons it became a matter of public interest to
correct the dissemination of potentially misleading information and quell the media giddiness that had arisen
around the decision at first instance. Lawyers Foolkit - provides general information for legal practitioners and
the public about courts, the legal system and court lists and sittings For further information about which case
to use, see the Types of Case Law section below. Find newspaper and media articles. He submitted that his
deeply held beliefs and moral code were analogous to and just as tangible as any other faith. In Australian
legal writing, you are not required to cite all parallel citations. Accordingly, s applied to both. Cases which
deal with significant points of law or establish precedents are generally included in law reports. Subsequent
consideration of Australian cases in worldwide cases LawCite - is an automatically generated global case
citator, which gathers information from all the Legal Information Institutes LIIs worldwide, so that you see
where your case is cited in cases in other jurisdictions. They will not usually give the full citation details about
a case within the article. This will display all other cases which refer to this case and pinpoints to the relevant
paragraphs in the citing cases. On appeal however, Justice Adams found that religious duty did not
encapsulate a devout but avowedly non-religious duty. Reported cases Reported cases are those judgments
published in law reports. Free case law is available on a range of platforms: AustLII - contains a large
collections of cases from all major courts and tribunals from the Federal and State jurisdictions. Unauthorised
reports can be jurisdiction, or subject based. R v Hughes CLR , 22 If a volume number does not assist you to
find the case because volume numbers start from 1 each year, or are not used at all , then the year of the
volume is used and placed in square brackets, Eg. These 7 cases are some of the most memorable decisions of 
Case citators and subsequent consideration of a case - 'noting up' Subsequent consideration of and in
Australian cases AustLII Noteup - when you have located the case you are looking for, the Noteup feature
searches for all materials which refer to the current case. The prosecution wished to adduce evidence by the
complainant of uncharged acts as tendency evidence. With mouth-watering defamation cases loaded with
scurrilous imputations and gossip being heard all over the nation, the High Court of Australia joined in with
one of its own when Milorad Trkulja sued search engine giant Google. Case citations are a convenient,
standard way of abbreviating the name and publication details of a case. They will not usually give the full
citation details about the case but will give you some keywords to search for articles in law journals. Here
you'll find resources to dive deeper into crime topics. He has previous experience in criminal defence and is a
research student at UNSW working on causation in negligence law. Though Mr Skene worked shifts and was
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employed by a labour hire company, he nonetheless worked a regular and continuous pattern of work for more
than two years. Who Can You Trust? Each jurisdiction in Australia has one designated authorised report. The
year in law was memorable for its legal quirks, with novel arguments making ground and serious issues tried
and decided.


